
In-ight e�etive area alibration of the Chandra low energytransmission grating spetrometerDeron Pease1, Jeremy J. Drake1, Vinay Kashyap1, Herman L. Marshall2, Eria L. Ra�auf1,Peter W. Ratzla�1, Bradford J. Wargelin11Smithsonian Astrophysial Observatory, 60 Garden Street, Cambridge, MA, USA 021382Center for Spae Researh, M.I.T., Cambridge, MA, USA 02139ABSTRACTWe present the in-ight e�etive area alibration of the Low Energy Transmission Grating Spetrometer(LETGS), whih omprises the High Resolution Camera Spetrosopi readout (HRC-S) and the Low En-ergy Transmission Grating (LETG) aboard the Chandra X-ray Observatory. Previous studies of the LETGSe�etive area alibration have foused on spei� energy regimes: 1) the low-energy alibration for whih weompared observations of Sirius B and HZ 43 with pure hydrogen non-LTE white dwarf emission models; and2) the mid-energy alibration for whih we ompared observations of the ative galati nulei PKS 2155�304and 3C 273 with simple power-law models of their seemingly featureless ontinua. The residuals of the modelomparisons were taken to be true residuals in the HRC-S quantum eÆieny (QE) model. Additional in-ightobservations of elestial soures with well-understood X-ray spetra have served to verify and �ne-tune thealibration. Thus, from these studies we have derived orretions to the HRC-S QE to math the predited andobserved spetra over the full pratial energy range of the LETGS. Furthermore, from pre-ight laboratoryat�eld data we have onstruted an HRC-S quantum eÆieny uniformity (QEU) model. Appliation of theQEU to our semi-empirial in-ight HRC-S QE has resulted in an improved HRC-S on-axis QE. Implementationof the HRC-S QEU with the on-axis QE now allows for the omputation of e�etive area for any reasonableChandra/LETGS pointing.Keywords: Chandra, X-ray, X-ray spetrosopy, transmission grating, alibration1. INTRODUCTIONThe in-ight siene instrument alibration of the Chandra X-ray Observatory began in August 1999, immedi-ately after launh. The Low Energy Transmission Grating Spetrometer (LETGS) whih omprises the HighResolution Camera Spetrosopi readout (HRC-S) and the Low Energy Transmission Grating (LETG; for adesription of the LETG and �rst-light reports see Brinkman et al. 2000a, Brinkman et al. 2000b). The goalof the LETGS alibration e�ort is to aurately model the LETGS response over its entire ative energy rangeof 0.06�6.0 keV (wavelengths 2�200 �A). Prior to in-ight alibration, the on-axis quantum eÆieny (QE)at the nominal aimpoint of the HRC-S was alibrated in the laboratory over the energy range 0.28�10.0 keV(44�1.24 �A). QE alibration for energies < 0:28 keV (� > 44 �A) was inomplete, as was the HRC-S QEuniformity. The latter is required for omputing the LETGS dispersed e�etive area, whih physially oversthree mirohannel plates (MCPs) and spetrally overs more than two orders of magnitude. Sine there is nosingle elestial soure available to over the broad energy range, the alibration of the LETGS e�etive areahas been ahieved in multiple phases: 1) the low energy study overing energies 0.06�0.28 keV (44�200 �A);2) the mid-range study overing energies 0.28�2.0 keV (6�44 �A); and one those two were aomplished, 3) animplementation of the QE uniformity and derivation of a better HRC-S on-axis QE.Send orrespondene to DP; E-mail: pease�head-fa.harvard.eduCopyright 2003 Soiety of Photo-Optial Instrumentation Engineers.This paper was published in X-Ray and Gamma-Ray Telesopes and Instruments for Astronomy, Joahim E. Tr�umper,Harvey D. Tananbaum, Editors, Proeedings of SPIE Vol. 4851, p. 157, and is made available as an eletroni reprintwith permission of SPIE. One print or eletroni opy may be made for personal use only. Systemati or multiplereprodution, distribution to multiple loations via eletroni or other means, dupliation of any material in this paperfor a fee or for ommerial purposes, or modi�ation of the ontent of the paper are prohibited.



The low energy alibration of the LETGS was ahieved by observing nearby hot white dwarfs (detailed inPease et al. 2000a). White dwarfs with e�etive temperatures greater than 20000 K and photospheres omposedof pure hydrogen should produe featureless ontinua in the LETG range. Furthermore, their photospherimodels are onsidered to be fairly well understood. The white dwarfs employed for low energy alibration wereSirius B and HZ 43, whose X-ray ux levels useful for alibration overed E < 0:21 keV (� > 60 �A).The mid-range LETGS alibration (0.15�2.0 keV; 6�80 �A) was presented in preliminary form by Peaseet al. (2000b; LETGS e�etive area version date 10/31/00). For this study we used data from observationsof the blazar PKS 2155�304 and the quasar 3C 273, whih both appear broadly to be featureless ontinuasoures. The ux as a funtion of energy for these soures an be desribed by power-law models (N � E��).PKS 2155�304 (e.g. Treves et al. 1989; Urry et al. 1986), modeled by a single power-law, has been adopted asthe primary alibration soure. It overs the full mid-range energies of interest and the ontribution from LETGhigher orders is <� 10% for E > 0:25 keV (� < 50 �A), exept at the C-K edge. The more omplex spetrum of3C 273 (e.g. Turner et al. 1985) requires a two power-law model, and its greater LETG high order ontributionadds to this omplexity. Therefore, 3C 273 has been used as a seondary and on�rmatory soure.Though these soures are treated as essentially featureless ontinua, it is noted that with the high resolutionX-ray spetra aptured by the Chandra Low and High Energy Transmission Gratings (LETG and HETG) inombination with the High Resolution Camera (HRC) and the Advaned CCD Imaging Spetrometer (ACIS)spetral lines are ertainly being found. From Chandra LETG/HRC-S observations of PKS 2155�304, Niastroet al. (2002) found oxygen and neon resonant absorption lines assoiated with a warm-hot intergalati medium.Meanwhile, Fang et al. (2002) analyzed Chandra LETG/ACIS observations and also report on an oxygenabsorption line along the line of sight to PKS 2155�304. Thus, in order to avoid biasing the LETGS alibration,we have removed the data over energies for whih lines and features inherent to the observed soure spetrahave been reported.The �nal phase of the urrent LETGS e�etive area alibration (version date 07/02) was aomplished withthe implementation of HRC-S QE uniformity and the �ne-tuning of instrumental edge features, suh as the C-Kedge at � 0:28 keV (44 �A) and the Cs-Miv;v edges at � 0:74 keV (16.8 �A). These adjustments were made witha ombination of synhrotron data obtained in the laboratory (Rideout et al. 1998) and in-ight observations.Partiularly useful astrophysial soures for alibrating these instrument features were PKS 2155�304 andRX J1856.5�3754 (a ompat objet with a featureless apparently blakbody spetrum peaking near the C-K edge; e.g. Drake et al. 2002). For both soures we have obtained high signal-to-noise data sets overinginstrument edge regions of interest.This paper presents the alibration of the LETGS e�etive area and the HRC-S QE over the entire LETGative range. In x2 we present the observations and disuss data redutions, inluding bakground subtrationand spetral extration; in x3 we derive an update to the e�etive area via the alibration of the HRC-S QE,rebuild the LETGS e�etive area, then derive and implement the HRC-S QE uniformity; and in x4 we disussaveats and further work towards a more omplete alibration of the LETGS e�etive area.2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTIONThe observations employed for the in-ight LETGS e�etive area alibration are summarized in Table 1. Alldata were pipeline-proessed by CXC software to generate photon event lists. Data were further redued andanalyzed using the CIAO software pakage version 2.2 and independent ustom IDL� software. Proessinginluded extra pulse-height �ltering to redue bakground (Wargelin et al. 2002, in preparation), and inlusionof the spetral extration eÆieny in the instrument response.The bakground rate in the HRC-S is muh higher than pre-ight expetations due to a timing error in theimplementation of its anti-oinidene shield. The rate is about 7 � 10�5 ounts s�1 arse�2, or 0.12 ountsper pixel in 105 seonds. A dispersed line in the LETGS has a FWHM of � 7 pixels and strethes along theross-dispersion diretion by 20�65 pixels (as it goes from shorter to longer wavelengths, due to the LETGastigmatism). Therefore, � 15�55 bakground ounts are expeted in a 105 seond exposure. In our �lteringsheme we apply the \light �lter" whih redues bakground by 50-70%, while removing < 1% of soure X-rays.�Interative Data Language, Researh Systems In.



Table 1. Summary LETG+HRC-S Calibration ObservationsTarget Obs ID Date Exposure (s) StatusaSirius B 1452 1999-10-26 27527 primary1459 1999-10-27 11909 primary1421 1999-10-28 24706 primaryHZ 43 59 1999-11-12 39798 seondary1011 2001-05-18 18653 seondary1012 2001-08-18 19947 seondary2584 2002-01-01 19003 seondaryPKS 2155�304 331 1999-12-25 62658 primary1704 2000-05-31 25835 seondary1013 2001-04-06 26643 seondary3166 2001-11-30 29771 seondary3C 273 460 2000-01-09 39939 seondaryRX J1856.5�3754 113 2000-03-10 55121 seondary3382 2001-10-08 101172 seondary3380 2001-10-10 166325 seondary3381 2001-10-12 169956 seondary3399 2001-10-15 9282 seondarya Status olumn indiates whether observation was employed to make thesemi-empirial orretions to HRC-S QE (primary) or to monitor/�ne-tunethe e�etive area (seondary)Dispersed photon events were extrated using the standard \bow-tie" window, developed to follow theastigmati nature of the LETG and optimize the signal-to-noise of the spetral extrations. The extrationeÆieny varies from roughly 90% near zeroth order to more than 96% at the longest wavelengths. Thisextration region eÆieny is inluded in the �nal version of the LETGS e�etive area presented here.3. EFFECTIVE AREA AND QUANTUM EFFICIENCY ANALYSISThe LETGS e�etive area resulting from the low energy alibration and the preliminary mid-range adjustment(version date 12/15/01; Pease et al. 2000a and Pease et al. 2000b) has been the working e�etive area andrepresents a good �rst ut, with broadband errors of less than 20%, and muh less on smaller sales. However,a omparison of our model-predited ounts spetrum for PKS 2155�304 with the LETGS observation ObsID331, learly shows residual errors (see Figure 1). We have broken the urrent alibration down into four bands:�rst, a higher energy mismath over � 1� 6 keV (2�12 �A) whih arose from di�erenes in extration methods;seond, Cs-Miv;v edges near � 0:74 keV (16.8 �A) whih were inadequately inluded in the original pre-ightmodel; third, a misalignment of the C-K edge � 0:28 keV (44 �A) by about 0.3 eV; and fourth, a mid-to-lowmismath over � 0:18�0:15 keV (70�80 �A) whih resulted, in part, from diÆulties in mathing the low energyalibration with the mid-range study. In addition to resolving the above issues, an HRC-S QE uniformity mapwas derived and implemented.In order to orret the LETGS e�etive area we assumed that the residuals of the data-to-model omparisonswere errors in the HRC-S QE model. Thus, a orretion to the HRC-S QE was derived suh that the preditedand observed spetra math. The e�etive area then depends impliitly on the adopted soure models. Thismethod, while simple in onept, is omplex in implementation due to the soure model dependene. Further-more, the LETG positive and negative dispersions were alibrated separately, due to the omplex nature of theHRC-S QE uniformity.The white dwarf emission models used for the low energy alibration were previously presented and disussedby Pease et al. (2000a). For the subsequent mid-range alibration and further �ne-tuning of the LETGS



Figure 1. Comparison of the pre-orretion model-predited spetrum for PKS 2155�304 with the observed LETGSspetrum (ObsID 331) illustrates inadequaies in the model (see large utuations in the residuals), whih we attributeto errors in the HRC-S QE. Dashed lines on residuals plots are 15% error lines. Positive and negative orders are plottedseparately. Data have been smoothed by 10 pixels (1 pixel = 0.0125 �A).



e�etive area, PKS 2155�304, 3C 273, and RX J1856.5�3754 were the soures of hoie. Power-law models forPKS 2155�304 and 3C 273 have been de�ned from HETG/ACIS observations, for whih we were able to derivea reliable spetral index at the high energy end. For the primary alibration observation of PKS 2155�304(ObsID 331) we adopted a single power law with � = 2:45, and Galati hydrogen olumn density of NH =1:36 � 1020 m�2 (NH from Lokman and Savage 1995). 3C 273 (ObsID 460) was modeled by a two powerlaw model with �1 = 1:56, �2 = 2:1, with a break at � 0:8 keV (15.5 �A), and NH = 1:71 � 1020 m�2(NH from Albert et al. 1993). Finally, the X-ray spetrum of the ompat objet RX J1856.5�3754 was well-represented by an � 60 eV (7�105 K) blakbody, with an interstellar medium neutral hydrogen olumn densityof 8� 1019 m�2 � NH � 1:1� 1020 m�2 (Drake et al. 2002).The high energy mismath and the Cs-M edges issue were resolved by the orretion method desribed above,using primarily PKS 2155�304. The Cs-M edges orretion also employed data and analysis from Rideout etal. (1998). While their synhrotron data learly did not math the observed LETGS datay, we did use it as aguide to the general edge shape. These two orretions were produed by highly onstrained, smoothed spline�ts to the residuals of the ratio of the observed data to the initial model. Next, the orretion to the mid-to-low mismath was ahieved simply by smoothing an interpolation over the joining region in the HRC-S MCPQE. This orretion is small ompared to the adjustment neessary to math the model to the PKS 2155�304data. We �nd that the gross residual at the longer wavelength end an be attributed to inadequay of thePKS 2155�304 soure model, not the LETGS e�etive area. The orretion urves are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. HRC-S QE �ne-tuning orretion urves derived from in-ight alibration using primarily PKS 2155�304(ObsID 331). The left plot shows orretions to the high energy mismath and the Cs-M edges. The right plot showsthe HRC-S UV/ion shield shift and the smoothing of the MCP QE mid-to-low alibration joining region. Positive andnegative dispersion orretions are shown separately.The instrumental C-K edge feature is due to arbon in the HRC-S UV/ion shield. The observed edgemismath is likely due to error in the energy alibration of the synhrotron measurements used to alibratethe UV/ion shield transmission eÆienyz. To orret the C-K edge we simply applied a �0:25 eV linear shiftto the UV/ion shield transmission eÆieny model over the range of 0.28�0.3 keV (41�44 �A). This broughtthe primary edge jump and most of the �ne-struture resonane peaks into alignment with the observed data.However, there remains some residual mismath near �0.288 keV (43 �A). We suspet this feature omes frominsuÆiently modeled resonane �ne struture. A orretion will be implemented after further study thatinludes the e�ets of the relationship between the arbon in the UV/ion shield and that in the ISM. The C-Kedge orretion is inluded in the orretion urves shown in Figure 2.yFor disussion of the ALS wavelength error observed at BESSY see Flanagan et al. (2000)zSee HLM's webpage: http://spae.mit.edu/ASC/alib/letg ais/



Figure 3. Comparison of the new post-orretion model spetrum, employing the improved LETGS e�etive area,with the observed spetrum for PKS 2155�304 (ObsID 331). The remaining residual at long wavelengths is due to theinadequay of a single power law soure model. Dashed lines on residuals plots are 15% error lines. Positive and negativedispersions are shown separately. Data have been smoothed by 10 pixels (1 pixel = 0.0125 �A).



Applying the orretion urves desribed above to the HRC-S QE model, we rebuilt the semi-empiriallydetermined LETGS e�etive area, and the re-omputed model spetra to ompare with the data (Figure 3).Details of this omparison over the energy regimes of interest are shown in Figure 4. As expeted, the residualsare well behaved. We further ompare the post-orretion LETGS response with 3 independent observations ofPKS 2155�304 (ObsIDs 1704, 1013, 3166) and an observation of 3C 273 (ObsID 460) (Figures 5�8). We seegenerally good agreement with all observations.The next step was to derive a model for the HRC-S QE uniformity. Prior to launh, at�eld data wereaquired in the laboratory at 7 energies whih ranged from 0.18 keV to 6.4 keV. From these an energy-dependentspatial model of the HRC-S QE was derived. To illustrate the spatial struture of the HRC-S QE along thedispersion axis, Figure 9 shows the derived QEU for a retangular strip loated within the nominal extrationregion of the LETG. This line is representative of a transetion of the QEU, for whih wavelength is pairedwith LETG dispersion loation unique to photon energy. By applying this QEU model to the semi-empiriallydetermined LETGS e�etive area, we removed the e�ets of dispersion and derived a better HRC-S on-axis QE.To illustrate the dramati e�et of the QEU along the LETG dispersion line, Figure 10 shows the new, post-orretion on-axis MCP QE plotted with the MCP QE urves for the positive and negative dispersions of theLETG. Thus, the implementation of the HRC-S QEU with the new on-axis QE now allows for the omputationof e�etive area for any reasonable Chandra/LETGS pointing.Finally, in Figure 11 we show the LETGS e�etive area urves for orders 0�3 with positive and negativeorders ombined.4. PHILOSOPHY, UNCERTAINTIES, AND FUTURE WORKOur philosophy for exeuting the in-ight LETGS alibration has been to make the neessary adjustmentswithout making radial hanges whih may be diÆult to disentangle in future updates. Thus, the orretionsto the HRC-S QE outside of edge regions are kept as smooth as possible to avoid introduing spurious featuresx.Using this method, as alibrationmonitoring ontinues, persistent small sale mismathes an be easily disernedand investigated for possible inlusion in the model, without getting obsured by previous model orretions.A rigorous quanti�ation of the unertainties in the LETGS e�etive area derived here would involve ahighly ompliated error analysis. Eah of the ingredients in the e�etive area has assoiated unertainties, butthese ingredients are mixed in ways whih make do not lend themselves easily to suh analysis.Prior to launh, the total e�etive area unertainties ould be desribed in gross terms by ombining theunertainties of the di�erent LETGS subassemblies: High Resolution Mirror Assembly (HRMA) e�etive area,LETG vignetting and di�ration eÆienies, HRC-S UV/ion shield transmission eÆieny, and HRC-S QE.Following alibration ativities at the Marshall Spae Flight Center X-ray Calibration Faility (XRCF; e.g.Weisskopf and O'Dell 1997), the unertainties in all of these subassembly alibrations, exept for the HRC-SQE, were known to be \small"| <� 10% for 1st order di�ration (Drake et al., in preparation). Largely due tomodi�ations to the HRC-S instrument that were made post-XRCF, unertainties in its QE were muh larger,and it was essentially undetermined at low energies (< 0:25 keV; � > 50 �A; Pease et al. 2001a). Consequently,as we have desribed in this paper, in-ight alibration ativities have onentrated on determining this QE,with the assumption that existing alibrations of the other subassemblies are orret.The in-ight alibration, in ontrast, examines the throughput of the LETGS as a whole (inluding higherorders); impliit in this method, then, is that true errors in the alibrations of the other subassemblies will besubsumed and ompensated for by ommensurate errors of opposite sign indued in the empirially-adjustedQE.If the 1st order di�ration ould be treated in isolation for on-axis pointing, the empirially-adjusted 1st ordere�etive area would then simply be as aurate as our soure models for the elestial objets upon whih thealibration is based. We have estimated that the soure models typially have absolute ux level unertaintiesof 10�15% (Drake et al., in preparation). Relative unertainties on small sales are muh smaller than this,xFor example, it appears that PKS 2155�304 is not best desribed by a single power law. In fat we have shownevidene that at least a double power-law model may be required (Figure 3). In the future, we antiipate that the singlepower law will be replaed by a better model for the broad shape of the response.



exept near signi�ant instrument edge features. Suh relative errors are expeted to grow over wavelengthranges (typially � 50 �A) spanned by individual elestial alibration soures.The main issue that ompliates this desription of the 1st order e�etive area alibration unertainty ishigher order di�ration. For this alibration we have aounted for all available modeled LETG di�rationeÆienies (PO 1� 25) in deriving and �ne-tuning the e�etive area. Beause of the lak of energy resolutionof the HRC-S, these spetral orders are inseparable. Thus, in analogy with the disussion above regarding errorsin the alibrations of the di�erent subassemblies, errors in higher order di�ration eÆienies will likewise besubsumed into the HRC-S QE. However, the errors thus indued in the QE no longer diretly ompensate eahother beause the errors are indued at di�erent wavelengths to the wavelengths of the di�ration eÆienyerrors; an error in di�ration eÆieny of order m at wavelength � will a�et the QE at wavelength m�.In the wavelength regime in whih our QE alibration is based wholly on DA white dwarfs (> 80 �A), higherorder di�ration is negligible beause it tends to be dispersed to distanes beyond the end of the HRC-S array,and beause the soure spetra are weak at short wavelengths. We an then be reasonably on�dent that for> 80 �A, the absolute error in the 1st order e�etive area is of order 10�15%. Similar arguments hold for theshortest wavelengths: throughout the range � 2�20 �A the higher order ontribution to the total observedounts amounts to <� 5%, and again the errors in the e�etive area will be of order 10�15%. The ompliationsarise in the intermediate wavelength regime.Currently under investigation is evidene suggesting that the model di�ration eÆienies for orders 2 and3 might be overestimated by as muh as 30�40% for energies < 0:5 keV (> 25 �A). Suh errors would impatthe QE at E=m or m�|the region of the C-K edge down to the regime where DA white dwarfs are exlusivelyused. Where 1st order dominates the PKS 2155�304 spetrum, suh as near the C-K edge, these errors arerelatively minor. The largest unertainties in our e�etive area alibration will be in the approximate energyrange 0.15�0.2 keV (60�80 �A), where we expet unertainties might be as large as 20�25 %.As we have desribed, the LETGS alibration is reliant on ross-alibration among various instrumenton�gurations. To date, we have employed Chandra observations with HETG/ACIS and LETG/ACIS toobtain adequate models for LETG/HRC-S data sets. ACIS grating data are onsidered simpler to work withbeause order separation is feasible using the pulse height disrimination of the ACIS instrument. However,some unertainty inherent in using these data omes from the fat that they only overlap with LETG/HRC-S athigher energies. In addition, the ACIS-S instrument also has intrinsi absolute QE unertainties of order � 10%.Ongoing ross-alibration ativities with XMM-Newton should yield new insights in this regard. Simultaneousobservations of PKS 2155�304 (in addition to 3C 273 and Capella) have been performed and are now partof routine alibration ativities of both satellites. In partiular, joint ross-alibration e�orts will help resolveunertainties in the soure model for PKS 2155�304 upon whih muh of our urrent in-ight alibration ativityrests. ACKNOWLEDGMENTSThis researh was supported by Chandra X-ray Observatory NASA ontrat NAS8-39073.REFERENCES1. Albert, C. E. et al. 1993, ApJS, 88, 812. Brinkman, A. C. et al. 2000a, ApJ, 530, L1113. Brinkman, B. C. et al. 2000b, Pro. SPIE, 4012, 814. Drake, J. J. et al. 2002, ApJ, 572, 9965. Fang, T. et al. 2002, ApJ, 572, L1276. Flanagan, K. A. et al. 2000, Pro. SPIE, 4140, 5597. Lokman, F. J. & Savage, B. D. 1995, ApJS, 97, 18. Niastro, F. et al. 2002, ApJ, 573, 1579. Pease, D. et al. 2000a, Pro. SPIE, 4012, 70010. Pease, D. et al. 2000b, BAAS/High Energy Astrophysis Division, 32, 43.0511. Rideout, R. M. et al. 1998, Pro. SPIE, 3445, 38412. Treves, A. et al. 1989, ApJ, 341, 73313. Turner, M. J. L. et al. 1985, Spae Siene Reviews, 40, 62314. Urry, C. M., Mushotzky, R. F., & Holt, S. S. 1986, ApJ, 305, 36915. Weisskopf, M. C. & O'Dell, S. L. 1997, Pro. SPIE, 3113, 2



Figure 4. Details of the energy regimes of interest. The top plot shows the repaired higher energy mismath over� 1� 6 keV (2�12 �A). The middle plot shows the inlusion of the Cs-Miv;v edges near � 0:74 keV (16.8 �A). The bottomplot shows the improved alignment of the C-K edge � 0:28 keV (44 �A). Note the remaining mismath at � 43 �A. Dashedlines on residuals plots are 15% error lines. Data have been binned by CIAO pixel size (0.0125 �A). Only data frompositive dispersion are shown. Negative dispersion orretions display similar results.



Figure 5. Post-orretion model predition ompared withthe May 2000 observation of PKS 2155�304, � = 2:42.Positive and negative orders have been ombined and thespetrum has been adaptively binned to signal-to-noise of7.5. Dashed lines on residuals plots are 15% error lines.Modeled gaps do not inlude the e�ets of dither.

Figure 6. As for Figure 5, post-orretion model pre-dition ompared with the April 2001 observation ofPKS 2155�304, � = 2:38.

Figure 7. As for Figure 5, post-orretion model pre-dition ompared with the November 2001 observation ofPKS 2155�304, � = 2:45.

Figure 8. As for Figure 5, post-orretion model preditionompared with the January 2000 observation of 3C 273,�1 = 1:56, �2 = 2:1, an independent soure to on�rm thealibration.



Figure 9. The HRC-S QE uniformity urve for a retangular strip loated within the LETG nominal extration region.Wavelength is paired with LETG dispersion loation unique to photon energy. The vertial dotted lines indiate plateboundaries.

Figure 10. The new, post-orretion on-axis MCP QE shown along with the MCP QEs whih follow positive andnegative LETG dispersions. This �gure also serves to illustrate the e�ets of the non-uniformity of the MCP QE.



Figure 11. The LETGS e�etive area urves for 0th, 1st, 2nd, and 3rd orders of dispersion. Higher order e�etive areasare plotted along the 1st order sale. Positive and negative orders have been ombined.


